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1. Executive Summary
 
Have you ever wondered how movie creators make money? 
 
From the biggest blockbusters to the smallest indie films, each 
movie is a unique and valuable piece of intellectual property. 
 
But what exactly does that mean?  
 
Intellectual property (IP) refers to creations of the mind, such as 
inventions, literary & artistic works, symbols, and names used in 
commerce.  
 
When it comes to movies, IP encompasses a range of rights, 
including copyrights, trademarks, and trade secrets. 
 
These rights give movie creators control over their work and allow 
them to monetize it in various ways.  
 
Example: A movie-maker can license the right to show the movie in 
theaters, on TV, or online. He can also license the right to create 
merchandise or adaptations, such as toys, video games, theme 
park attractions, etc. 
 
The value of a movie as IP lies in its potential to generate income 
over decades through these various licensing deals. That's why 
movie companies invest millions of dollars into the development, 
production, and marketing of each movie. 
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Some of the problems faced by the trillion-dollar movie  
industry are: 
 
1.  Traditional methods for managing & monetizing IP rights in 

movies are  inefficient, costly, and lack transparency.  

2.  Movie-makers are not connected to viewers & fans. This 
results in limited engagement & monetization. 

3.  It's not easy for fans & movie lovers to invest in movies.  
 
Here's how the Hybrid Finance Blockchain (HYFI) ecosystem 
solves these problems. 
 
1.  Movie makers can easily tokenize copyright licenses on the 

HYFI Blockchain. Each token represents a part of a copyright 
license and is called a FLIP (Fractional License of Intellectual 
Property). This makes it very easy for movie makers to 
manage thousands of licenses of all the movies made by them. 

2.  The HYFI Copyright Marketplace helps movie makers discover 
the best price that global investors are ready to pay.  

3.  The HYFI Copyright Marketplace also makes it very simple for 
buyers & sellers from around the world to transact at the click 
of a button 24x7x365. All transactions are instant & atomic on 
the blockchain ensuring maximum security & immutability. 

4.  HYFI-Sites are micro-websites that are triggered by QR codes 
placed in movies, TV shows, and videos. HYFI-Sites make it 
very easy for fans to crack fun quizzes & earn daily rewards. 
They also enable 1-click buying of exclusive merchandise & 
collectibles and booking of hotels shown in a movie. And tons 
more! 
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2. Movie-FLIPs
 
Movie-FLIPs are digital assets that represent fractional ownership of 
specific copyright licenses in movies (short films, feature films, 
documentaries, animation, TV shows, videos, video games, etc.).  

 
What is copyright?
 
Copyright is a form of legal protection that gives creators exclusive 
rights to control the use & distribution of their creations. 

 
Examples: architectural designs, art, books, movies, music, plays, 
paintings, photographs, sculptures, software, TV shows, videos, 
video games. 
 

Copyright law does not protect ideas, facts, or concepts. It only 
protects the expression of these ideas, facts, and concepts. 
 

Copyright protection does not last forever. After a certain period 
(e.g. life of the author plus 50 years), works enter the public domain, 
meaning that they can be used freely by anyone without permission. 
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What rights are included in copyright?
 
There are several exclusive rights that are granted to copyright 
holders. These include: 

•  the right to reproduce the work, 
•  the right to distribute copies of the work, 

•  the right to display the work publicly, 

•  the right to perform the work publicly, and 
•  the right to make derivative works. 

 

These rights can be licensed or sold to others, which allows the 
copyright holder to earn money from their work. 
 

In order for a work to be protected by copyright, it must be original 
and fixed in a tangible form.  
 

This means that: 

 
•  the work must be the product of the creator's own original effort 

and not copied from someone else, and 

•  the work must be recorded in a tangible form, such as written 
down, recorded, or captured in a movie. 

 
What is a copyright license?
 

A copyright license is a legal agreement that allows someone to use 
or monetize a copyrighted work in a specific way. 

 

The copyright holder grants a license to the licensee to use the 
copyrighted work within the terms and conditions specified in the 
license. 
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What is Copyright infringement?

One of the key aspects of copyright is the ability of copyright holders 
to control how their work is used and distributed. 

 

This means that anyone who wants to use or reproduce a 
copyrighted work must obtain permission from the copyright holder 
or use the work under one of the limitations or exceptions to 
copyright, such as fair use or fair dealing. 

 

Copyright infringement occurs when someone uses a copyrighted 
work without permission from the copyright holder or without a valid 
limitation or exception to copyright. 

 

This can include reproducing the work, distributing it, performing it 
publicly, or creating derivative works based on it. 

 

The copyright holder has the right to sue for infringement, and if 
found guilty, the infringer may be required to pay damages and even 
face criminal charges. 
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Copyright licenses in a movie
 

Each of these licenses can be sold or licensed separately,  
and different parties can hold the rights to each. This allows for a more 
efficient & flexible system for managing & monetizing the rights 
associated with a movie. 

 

1.  Adaptation Rights - This license allows for the production of a new 
work based on the original movie, such as a play, musical, or book. 

2.  Advertising Rights - This license allows for the use of footage, images, 
etc. from the movie in advertising and promotional materials. 

3.  Audiobook Rights - This license allows for the creation of an 
audiobook version of the movie’s story or characters. 

4.  Augmented Reality Rights - This license allows for the creation of 
augmented reality experiences based on the movie. 

 

5.  Collectible Rights - This license allows for the creation of collectibles 
or memorabilia such as action figures, statues, clothes, and other 
merchandise based on the movie’s story or characters. 

6.  Distribution Rights - This license allows a distributor to release & 
distribute the movie in certain territories, or through theaters, 
television, streaming platforms, etc. 

7.  Educational Rights - This license allows for the use of the movie in 
educational settings such as schools, universities, and 
 libraries for non-commercial purposes. 

8.  Embedded Rights - This license allows for monetization through QR 
codes embedded in movies and linked to dynamic HYFI-Sites. 
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9.  Exhibition Rights - This license allows a theater or other 
 venue to show the movie to audiences. 

10.  Fan fiction Rights - This license allows for the creation of fan fiction 
stories or works based on the movie's story or characters. 

11.  Game Rights - This license allows for the creation of video games and 
other interactive experiences based on the movie. 

12.  Graphic Novel Rights - This license allows for the creation of graphic 
novels or comic books based on the movie. 

13.  Internet Rights - This license allows for the distribution of the movie 
on the internet. 

14.  Live Rights - This license allows for the production of live stage 
shows, such as theater, musicals, or operas, based on the movie. 

15.  Merchandising Rights - This license allows the use of a movie's 
characters, imagery, and other elements in the creation of 
merchandise such as toys, clothing & other products. 

16.  Mobile Rights - This license allows for the distribution of the movie on 
mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets. 

17.  Online Gaming Rights - This license allows for the creation of online 
games or massively multiplayer online games (MMOGs) based on 
the movie's story or characters. 

18.  Podcast Rights - This license allows for the distribution of the movie 
as a podcast or audio commentary. 

19.  Public Performance Rights - This license allows the movie to be 
shown to the public in a non-theatrical setting such as educational 
institutions, museums, or libraries. 
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20.  Remake Rights – This allows for the production of a new 
 movie based on the original movie's story or characters. 

21.  Reproduction Rights - This license allows for the  
copying and distribution of the movie in various formats, such as 
DVD, Blu-ray, and digital downloads. 

22.  Sequel Rights - This license allows for the production of new movies 
that continue the story of the original movie. 

23.  Soundtrack Rights - This license allows for the release & distribution 
of the movie's soundtrack on various platforms, including streaming 
services, physical media & online stores. 

24.  Streaming Rights - This license allows for the distribution of the 
movie on streaming platforms. 

25.  Synchronization Rights - This license allows the use of a movie's 
soundtrack in other media -TV, video games, advertisements, etc. 

26.  Television Rights - This license allows for the distribution of the movie 
on television networks and cable channels. 

27.  Theme park Rights - This license allows for the creation of theme 
park attractions based on the movie's story or characters. 

28.  Translation Rights - This license allows for the translation of a movie 
into different languages for distribution in other territories. 

29.  Virtual Reality Rights - This license allows for the creation of virtual 
reality experiences based on the movie. 

30.  Virtual World Rights - This license allows for the creation of virtual 
worlds or online communities based on the movie's story or 
characters. 

31.  VOD Rights - This license allows for the distribution of the movie on 
Video on Demand platforms. 
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What are Movie-FLIPs?
 

A Fractional License of Intellectual Property (FLIP) is created by 
fractionalization and tokenization of intellectual property rights on 
the HYFI Blockchain. FLIPs are a brand new asset class. 

 
This means that creators can now monetize their intellectual 
property rights in a more efficient, cost-effective, and transparent 
way. 
 

With the use of FLIPs, creators can now sell a small percentage of 
their intellectual property rights to multiple investors, allowing them 
to raise capital while still retaining ownership of their work.  

 

This also enables investors to purchase a small stake in a piece of 
intellectual property, making it accessible to a wider range of people. 

 

Additionally, FLIPs can be traded on the HYFI Marketplace, allowing 
for a secondary market for these assets to exist.  
 

FLIPs can also be securely stored in the custodial HYFI Wallet. 

 
A Movie-FLIP is a  digital asset that represents fractional ownership 
of a specific copyright license in a movie. 
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How Movie-FLIPs work
 

1.  Creators register the copyright of their movie with the 
registration authority in their country. 

2.  Creators then tokenize various copyright licenses on the HYFI 
Blockchain with help from the HYFI partner law firms. 

3.  All legal documents are digitally signed and stored in the HYFI 
ecosystem, ensuring maximum security and immutability. 

4.  Blockchain Tokens representing Movie-FLIPs are listed on the 
HYFI Copyright Marketplace for price discovery & monetization. 

5.  Buyers & sellers from around the world can bid for, and trade 
Movie-FLIPs at the click of a button 24x7x365. 

6.  All trades are instant & atomic on the blockchain ensuring 
maximum security and immutability. 

 

Movie-makers can either set a fixed price for Movie-FLIPs or they can 
choose an auction system such as English auction, Dutch auction, 
Reverse auction, Vickrey auction. 
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Benefits of Movie FLIPs to Creators
 
1.  Increased monetization opportunities: FLIPs allow creators to 

monetize their movie rights in a more efficient & transparent 
way, by fractionalizing ownership and making it available to a 
wider pool of investors. 

2.  Greater control over distribution: Creators retain control over 
how their movies are distributed and can choose the platforms 
and channels they want to release their movies on. 

3.  Faster funding: FLIPs enable creators to raise funding faster, 
without having to go through traditional channels. 

4.  Access to a global audience: FLIPs allow creators to access a 
global audience of investors, which can help to increase the 
reach and impact of their movies. 

5.  Transparency: The use of blockchain technology ensures a high 
level of transparency and trust in the process, allowing creators 
to track their rights and revenue in real time. 
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Benefits of Movie FLIPs to Investors
 
1.  Diversification: FLIPs provide investors with an opportunity to 

diversify their portfolios by investing in a new asset class. 

2.  Low minimum investment: FLIPs have a low minimum 
investment threshold of US$ 1000, making them accessible to a 
wider range of investors. 

3.  Higher returns: The potential returns on Movie-FLIPs can be 
higher compared to traditional investments. 

4.  Transparency: The use of blockchain technology ensures a high 
level of transparency and trust in the process, allowing investors 
to track their investments in real time. 
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3. HYFI-Sites
 
HYFI-Sites are micro-websites that are triggered by QR codes 
placed in movies, TV shows, and videos. 

 

HYFI-Sites enable creators to directly connect & engage with fans & 
viewers and create brand-new revenue streams. 

 

HYFI Sites enable: 
 

1.  Purchasing exclusive merchandise, collectibles, and products 
that are shown in the movie. 

2.  Booking hotels, restaurants & other places shown in the movie. 
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3.  Purchasing exclusive content e.g. behind-the-scenes footage, 

deleted scenes, interviews with cast & crew, screenplay, bloopers, 
storyboards, etc. 

4.  Purchasing movie tickets. 

5.  Accessing interactive quizzes, contests, fan art, and fan fiction. 

6.  Joining the official fan clubs of the movie & its stars.  

7.  Accessing information about the filming locations. 

8.  Interactive maps that allow users to explore the locations & sets. 

9.  A virtual tour of the sets & locations, allowing users to explore them 
in a more immersive way. 

10.  Virtually meeting & interacting with the cast & crew. 

11.  Attending virtual premieres. 

12.  Virtual Q&A session with the cast & crew, allowing fans to ask 
questions and get answers in real time. 

13.  A virtual reality experience that allows users to step into the world of 
the movie and explore it in a more interactive way. 

14.  A virtual scavenger hunt that allows users to explore the world of the 
movie and find hidden Easter eggs and other surprises. 
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The top movie production countries in order of total 
worldwide box office collections are: 

1.  United States 
2.  United Kingdom 
3.  China 
4.  France 
5.  Japan 
6.  Germany 
7.  Republic of Korea 
8.  Canada 
9.  Australia 
10. India 
11.  New Zealand 

12. Hong Kong 
13. Italy 
14. Spain 
15. Russian Federation 
16. Belgium 
17. Mexico 
18. Netherlands 
19. Sweden 
20. Ireland 
21. Brazil 
22. Turkey 
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4. Team HYFI

Shinam Arora 
CEO 

Rohas Nagpal 
Chief Blockchain Architect 

Debasis Nayak 
Chief Legal Officer 

Keshav Maheshwari 
Chief Growth Officer 

Ritesh Chaudhari  
Advisor 

Siddharth Mehta  
Advisor 

Naimish Shah 
Advisor 
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Shinam Arora is a Computer Science Engineer and has 
been working in the Blockchain industry since 2016.  
 
She co-founded BankChain - a community of 37 banks 
including SBI, ICICI, Citibank, Deutsche Bank. She has 
appeared as a cyber expert on the popular television 
program MTV Webbed. Shinam was also a cyber expert 
for DBS Bank.  
 
She has been extensively featured in Fortune Magazine. 
 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/shinamarora  

Shinam Arora CEO	
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Rohas Nagpal has been working in the Blockchain industry since 2016. 
He has authored the Crypto Playbook, the Blockchain Security Controls, 
and  Cyber Crime Investigation Manual and writes regular columns for 
NDTV and Mint. He also mentors early-stage Blockchain startups. 
 
From 1999 to 2015, he worked as a cyber crime investigator across 18 
countries. He has investigated cyber crimes & data breaches for law 
enforcement, tax enforcement & banks. He assisted the Government of 
India in framing draft rules under the Information Technology Act.  
 
He has also been a consultant for the Reserve Bank Innovation Hub for 
preparing a Whitepaper on Non-Fungible Tokens (NFT) and Central 
Bank Digital Currency (CBDC). 
 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rohasnagpal  

Rohas Nagpal Chief Blockchain Architect	
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Debasis Nayak is a Technology Lawyer with over 2 decades of global 
experience. 
 
He advises public and private sector clients in the US, India, UAE, 
Mauritius, Ghana, and Malaysia.  
 
He has been involved in the activity of framing draft rules and regulations 
under the Information Technology Act, 2000 for the Department of 
Information Technology, Government of India.  
 
He has co-authored the Cyber Crime Investigation Manual and several 
research papers including the "Challenges to cyber crime investigation 
and prosecution – A case study based approach". 
 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/debasis-nayak-72a33b12 
 

Debasis Nayak Chief Legal Officer	
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Keshav is a lawyer by qualification and an entrepreneur 
by passion. 
 
He is a part of many social and charitable institutions and 
organisations including the Marwari Yuva Manch. 
 
He has been a crypto investor for several years and 
conducts a free course in Blockchain Community 
Management. 
 
He is also pursuing a Doctorate in Business 
Administration with his research area being blockchain 
based fund-raising for SMEs. 
 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/withkeshav 
 

Keshav Maheshwari Chief Growth Officer	
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Ritesh is currently the Head IT & Digital Business -
India & Pakistan and Head of Digital Innovation-EMEA 
& INDIA at the Henkel Group.  
 
He is an Engineer and an MBA from IIM Indore. 
 
He was a Founder member of Bharti AXA to head their 
IT Function. Bharti AXA is a joint venture between the 
French Insurance Major AXA and Bharti Airtel Group.  
 
He has also worked with IndusInd Bank and ABN 
AMRO. 
 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/riteshchaudhari 
 

Ritesh Chaudhari Advisor	
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Siddharth Mehta is a Venture Capitalist and Business 
Transformation Leader.  
 
He is a Computer Science Engineer with an MS from 
Rochester Institute of Technology. 
 
Over the past 15 years, he has been ensuring the right 
environment, finances, and support structures to budding 
businesses. 
 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/siddharth-mehta-93997915 
 

Siddharth Mehta Advisor	
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Naimish is currently the Leader, Digital Office at Dubai 
Financial Market & Nasdaq Dubai. 
 
He is an Engineer with qualifications from IIM 
Ahmedabad, University of Oxford, University of 
California, Berkeley and INSEAD. 
 
He has also worked with Reliance Industries, Mashreq 
Bank, Dubai Bank, and Emirates NBD. 
 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/naimish-shah-700716a 
 

Naimish Shah Advisor	



5. HyFi Blockchain
 

HyFi Blockchain is a permissioned blockchain that uses the Multichain 
framework with distributed consensus between identified block 
validators.  

 

It's close in spirit to PBFT (Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance), but 
instead of multiple validators per block, there is one validator per block, 
working in a round-robin type of fashion.  

 

Key features
 

High speed: Greater than 1000 tps, which includes signature verification 
& transaction processing i.e. real Byzantine. Block time as low as 2 
seconds. 

 

High scalability:  Supports millions of addresses, assets, streams and 
unlimited transactions / stream items. Also supports unlimited nodes in 
network. 

 

High security: Forked from Bitcoin Core; Full multi-signature support; 
External key management (Bitcoin hardware security modules). 

 

Unified JSON-RPC API for applications: API cleanly separates app from 
node; Compatible with any API library developed for Bitcoin Core. 

 

Flexible assets: No need for smart contracts; Flexible asset metadata; 
Permissioned follow-on issuance; Atomic multi-asset payments; Multi-
way atomic asset exchanges; Multi-signatures for security & escrow; 
Subscribe to asset to query transactions. 

 

Permissioned blockchain: Validation by consensus, not proof of work. 
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Full asset lifecycle: Issuance, transfer, exchange, escrow,  
reissuance, redemption, destruction. 

 
General storage and search: 64 MB of data per transaction. Streams 
support key–value, identity, time series. 

 
Multiple deployment options: Environment agnostic (self-hosted in data 
center, public or private cloud); Accessed as a service; Nodes added 
simply and quickly; Shared administration model; Smooth governance 
transitions.  
 

45+ blockchain parameters: Block size/time, permissioning, admin 
consensus, mining, optional native currency.  

 

Data streams: Enable a blockchain to be used as a general-purpose 
append-only database, with the blockchain providing time stamping, 
notarization, and immutability.  

 
Programmability is provided by Smart Filters: This enables developers to 
write custom on-chain rules for validating transactions or data. This is 
coded in JavaScript and run deterministically. 
 

Capacity metrics
 

•  High speed of over 1000 tps, which includes signature verification & 
transaction processing i.e. real Byzantine. Block time as low as 2 
seconds. 

•  General storage and search - 64 MB of data per transaction. Streams 
support key–value, identity, time series. 
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Scalability
 

•  Selective Stream Indexing - When subscribing to a stream, you can 
control exactly how it is indexed. This improves performance and 
reduces disk usage. 

•  Supports millions of addresses, assets, streams, and unlimited 
transactions / stream items. Also supports unlimited nodes in the 
network. 

•  Selective Data Retrieval - You can control which specific off-chain 
items are retrieved from the network. This saves bandwidth and disk 
space. 

 

Integration with customer applications
 

•  Unified JSON-RPC API for applications - API cleanly separates the 
app from the node; Compatible with any API library developed for 
Bitcoin Core. 

•  Nodes can be run on 64-bit Linux, Windows, and Mac. The system 
requirements are very low - 512 MB of RAM and 1 GB of disk space. 

•  Multiple deployment options: Environment agnostic (self-hosted in a 
data center, public or private cloud); Accessed as a service; Nodes 
added simply and quickly; Shared administration model; Smooth 
governance transitions. 

•  More than 45 blockchain parameters: Block size/time, 
permissioning, admin consensus, mining, optional native currency. 

•  Data streams enable a blockchain to be used as a general-purpose 
append-only database, with the blockchain providing time stamping, 
notarization, and immutability. 
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Security features
 

•  Private Key Flexibility - It supports external private keys and 
multisignatures for all transactions.  

•  Cold nodes are included. Security is also enhanced since it is forked 
from Bitcoin Core. 

•  Full multi-signature support, External key management (Bitcoin 
hardware security modules). 

 

Data Privacy features
 

•  Stream Read Restrictions enable you to publish and retrieve items 
only visible to nodes with appropriate permissions. 

•  Fully encrypted peer-to-peer connections prevent intermediate 
routers from seeing any private data. 

 

Regulatory compliance features
 

•  Regulatory compliance with right-to-be-forgotten regulations is 
provided by Off-Chain Data Purging. It supports selective deletion of 
off-chain data from local storage. 

•  Multiple permissions feature ensures support for KYC, AML, CFT. 

•  Support for role-based asset controls for business, compliance, and 
regulatory. 

•  Freezing of funds is achieved by revoking send & receive permissions. 

•  Consumer protection is achieved through a judicious use of address 
allotment and permissions. Less tech-savvy users can be allotted 
custodial addresses. 
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6. HYFI Token
 
 

HYFI Tokens are subscription tokens for the HYFI Ecosystem. 
They can be held in the custodial HYFI Wallet or in BEP-20 non-
custodial wallets. 

 

Tokenomics: 
 
•  5%: Private Sale 

•  15%: Public Sale 

•  5%: Testnet incentive program 

•  15%: Mainnet incentive program. To ensure 
decentralisation, a single person / entity can run a 
maximum of 25 validator nodes. 

•  10%: Airdrop 

 

•  10%: Architects, developers, and partners who are part of 
the HyFi ecosystem. 

•  25%: HyFi Foundation which is responsible for consumer 
protection, dispute resolution, and ecosystem 
development. 

•  15%: Ecosystem Development Fund for grants to startups 
building innovative solutions on the HyFi Blockchain. This 
fund is managed by the HyFi Foundation. 
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7. Future Development
 
HYFI’s first use case is focused on helping the movie 
industry to make more money through Movie-FLIPs and 
HYFI-Sites. 
 

Once we have rolled out Movie-FLIPs and HYFI-Sites 
extensively to the global movie industry, we will launch: 
 

1.  Art-FLIPs 

2.  Book-FLIPs 

3.  Music-FLIPs 

4.  Software-FLIPs 

5.  VideoGame-FLIPs 
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Contact Us
 
Email us: team@hyfiblockchain.com 

 

Website: https://www.hyfiblockchain.com 
 

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/hyfiblockchain 

 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/hyfi_blockchain 
 

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/hyfi_blockchain 

 
Telegram: https://t.me/hyfi_blockchain 
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Glossary of terms
 

•  HYFI - Hybrid Finance 

•  HYFI Blockchain – a permissioned Layer-1 Blockchain 

•  HYFI FLIPs – Fractional Licenses of Intellectual Property 

•  HYFI Token – Subscription token that powers the HYFI Ecosystem 

•  HYFI Wallet – Custodial wallet for HYFI Token and FLIPs 

•  HYFI Sites – micro-websites that are triggered by QR codes placed in 
movies, TV shows, and videos. 

•  HYFI Copyright Marketplace – a global marketplace for Fractional 
Licenses of Intellectual Property (FLIPs) 
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Disclaimer

	
This document does not constitute a prospectus or offering document 
and is not a solicitation for investment and does not constitute an offer of 
financial instruments, securities to the public, or a collective investment 
scheme.  

 

The information in this document is for general information only and 
should not be taken as constituting professional advice from us. 

We are not financial advisers. You should consider seeking independent 
legal, financial, taxation, or other advice to check how the information 
relates to your unique circumstances. 

We are not liable for any loss caused, whether due to negligence or 
otherwise arising from the use of, or reliance on, the information provided 
directly or indirectly. 

Links in this document to external resources are for your convenience. 
We don’t endorse them. 

No investigation has been made of common-law trademark rights in any 
word. Words that are known to have current trademark registrations are 
shown with an initial capital and are also identified as trademarks. 

The inclusion or exclusion of any word, or its capitalization, in this 
document is not, however, an expression of the authors’ opinion as to 
whether or not it is subject to proprietary rights, nor is it to be regarded 
as affecting the validity of any trademark. 
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Movie, anyone? 


